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Information 

Release Title: Home Alone  – 07th December 1990  (United Kingdom) 

Publication:  
Origin: United States 
Release date: United States – 10th November 1990 Chicago, Illinois, Prem. 

AKA:  

Genres: Comedy, Family 

Disc Nos. 1 

Certification:   PG 

Duration: 1hr 43m   

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English 

Filming locations: 671 Lincoln Avenue, Winnetka, Illinois, USA(McCallister home) 

Sound mix: Dolby Stereo 

 Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1 

 

 

 

 

ISBN: 5039036057219 

             

REF: 264 

 

 



1 - Title:  Home Alone (1) 
 

Storyline 

The McCallister family is preparing to spend Christmas in Paris, gathering at Kate and Peter's home in a Chicago 

suburb on the night before their departure. Kate and Peter's youngest son, Kevin, is frequently ridiculed by his cousins 

and siblings, particularly his older brother Buzz. Kevin inadvertently ruins the family dinner after a brief scuffle with 

Buzz, in which Kevin's airplane ticket is accidentally thrown away, resulting in Kate sending him up to the attic. Kevin 

berates his mother for allowing the rest of the family to pick on him and wishes that his family would disappear. 

During the night, heavy winds cause a power outage, disabling the alarm clocks and causing the family to oversleep. 

In the confusion and rush to get to the airport, Kevin is accidentally left behind. 

 

Kevin wakes to find the house empty and the family's cars still in the garage, unaware that they had rented vans to take 

them to the airport. Thinking that his wish has come true, he is overjoyed with his newfound freedom. Later, Kevin 

becomes frightened by his next-door neighbour, "Old Man" Marley, who is rumoured to be a serial killer who 

murdered his family. The McCallister home is soon targeted by the "Wet Bandits", Harry Lyme and Marv Murchins, a 

pair of burglars who have been breaking into other vacant houses in the neighbourhood. Kevin tricks them into 

thinking that his family is still home, forcing them to postpone their plans to rob the McCallister home. 

 

Kate realizes mid-flight that Kevin was left behind, and upon arrival in Paris, the family discovers that all flights for 

the next two days are booked, and that the phone lines are still down back home in Chicago. Peter and the rest of the 

family stay in his brother's apartment in Paris, while Kate, fearing for Kevin's safety, manages to get a flight back to 

Scranton, Pennsylvania. She tries to find a flight to Chicago, but all the flights are booked. Kate is overheard by Gus 

Polinski, the lead member of a traveling polka band, who offers to let her travel with them to Chicago in a moving 

van. 

 

Meanwhile, on Christmas Eve, Harry and Marv finally realize that only Kevin is in the McCallister home, and Kevin 

overhears them discussing plans to break into the house that night. Kevin starts to miss his family and asks the local 

Santa Claus impersonator if he could bring his family back for Christmas. He goes to church and watches a choir 

perform, eventually re-encountering Marley, who disproves the rumours about him. Marley points out his 

granddaughter in the choir and mentions he otherwise would not get to see her since she is the daughter of his 

estranged son. Kevin suggests to Marley that he should reconcile with his son. 

 

Kevin returns home and rigs the house with booby traps. Harry and Marv break in, spring the traps, and suffer various 

injuries. While Harry and Marv pursue Kevin around the house, he calls the police and lures the duo into a vacant 

neighbouring house that they had previously broken into. Harry and Marv ambush Kevin and prepare to get their 

revenge, but Marley intervenes and knocks them out with his snow shovel. The police arrive and arrest Harry and 

Marv, having identified all the houses that they broke into due to Marv's habit of flooding them. 

 

On Christmas Day, Kevin is initially disappointed to find that his family is still gone, but Kate arrives home, and they 

reconcile. The rest of the family then returns after waiting in Paris until they could obtain a direct flight to Chicago. 

Kevin keeps silent about his encounter with Harry and Marv, although Peter finds Harry's knocked-out gold tooth. 

Kevin then watches Marley reuniting with his son, daughter-in-law, and granddaughter before being yelled at by Buzz 

for destroying his room. 

 

Quick Storyline: It is Christmas time and the McCallister family is preparing for a vacation in Paris, France. But the 

youngest in the family, Kevin (Macaulay Culkin), got into a scuffle with his older brother Buzz (Devin Ratray) and 

was sent to his room, which is on the third floor of his house. Then, the next morning, while the rest of the family was 

in a rush to make it to the airport on time, they completely forgot about Kevin, who now has the house all to himself. 

Being home alone was fun for Kevin, having a pizza all to himself, jumping on his parents' bed, and making a mess. 

Then, Kevin discovers about two burglars, Harry (Joe Pesci) and Marv (Daniel Stern), about to rob his house on 

Christmas Eve. Kevin acts quickly by wiring his own house with makeshift booby traps to stop the burglars and to 

bring them to justice.—John Wiggins IMDb 

 

Cast                                            
Macaulay Culkin as Kevin McCallister, an eight-year-old with a penchant for creating harmful inventions 



Joe Pesci as Harry, a thief who targets the McCallisters' home with Marv 

Daniel Stern as Marv, a thief who targets the McCallisters' home with Harry 

John Heard as Peter McCallister, Kevin's father 

Roberts Blossom as Marley, Kevin's elderly neighbour 

Catherine O'Hara as Kate McCallister, Kevin's mother 

Angela Goethals as Linnie McCallister, Kevin's older sister 

Devin Ratray as Buzz McCallister, Kevin's oldest brother who often gets him into trouble 

Gerry Bamman as Uncle Frank McCallister, Peter's rude, cruel, cantankerous, cheap, and selfish older brother 

Hillary Wolf as Megan McCallister, Kevin's oldest sister 

John Candy as Gus Polinski, a polka musician who helps Kate 

Larry Hankin as Officer Balzak 

Michael C. Maronna as Jeff McCallister, Kevin's older brother 

Kristin Minter as Heather McCallister, Kevin's oldest cousin 

Daiana Campeanu as Sondra, Kevin's older cousin 

Jedidiah Cohen as Rod, Kevin's older cousin 

Kieran Culkin as Fuller McCallister, Kevin's youngest cousin 

Senta Moses as Tracy, Kevin's older cousin 

Anna Slotky as Brook, Kevin's younger cousin 

Terrie Snell as Aunt Leslie McCallister, Uncle Frank's wife 

Jeffrey Wiseman as Mitch Murphy, an eight-year-old neighbour of the McCallisters whom Heather mistakes for Kevin 

during the headcount 

Virginia Smith as Georgette, Kevin's aunt, wife of Uncle Rob, and mother of Heather and Steffan 

Matt Doherty as Steffan, Kevin's older cousin 

Ralph Foody as Gangster #1 (Johnny), character in the film Angels with Filthy Souls 

Michael Guido as Gangster #2 (Snakes), character in the film Angels with Filthy Souls 

Ray Toler as Uncle Rob, Kevin's uncle, younger brother of Peter and Uncle Frank, and father of Heather and Steffan 

Billie Bird as Woman in Airport, Irene, who sells Kate her ticket to Dallas 

Bill Erwin as Man in Airport, Ed, Irene's husband who agrees with Irene's ticket sale 

Gerry Becker as Officer #1 

Alan Wilder as Scranton Ticket Agent 

Hope Davis as French Ticket Agent 

Kenneth Hudson Campbell as Santa, man in a Santa Claus suit whom Kevin meets 

Jim Ortlieb as Herb the drugstore clerk Wiki 

 

 

 

Parental Guidance 

Certification 

Argentina:Atp  Australia:PG  Brazil:Livre  Bulgaria:A  Canada:PG (Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario)  Canada:G (Manitoba, Nova Scotia, 

Québec, Saskatchewan)  Canada:G (video rating)  Czechia:U  Denmark:A  Egypt:All ages  Finland:K-7 (2018)  Finland:S (1990)  France:Tous 

publics  Germany:12  Greece:K-8  Hong Kong:II  Hungary:12  Iceland:L  India:U  Indonesia:SU  Indonesia:R (TV rating)  Ireland:PG  

Israel:10+ (self-applied)  Italy:T  Japan:G  Kuwait:PG  Lithuania:V  Luxembourg:A  Malaysia:U  Maldives:12+  Mexico:A  Netherlands:AL 

(original rating)  Netherlands:6 (re-rating)  New Zealand:PG  Nigeria:G  Norway:A (VOD)  Norway:7 (2019, theatrical rating)  Norway:10 

(1990, theatrical rating)  Peru:Apt  Philippines:PG (self-applied)  Poland:12 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/6 (Qualidade)  Romania:A.G.  Russia:12+  

Saudi Arabia:G  Singapore:PG  South Africa:A  South Korea:All  Spain:A  Sweden:11  Sweden:6 (Disney+ rating)  Thailand:G  Turkey:G  

United Kingdom:PG  United States:TV-PG (DLV, TV rating)  United States:TV-14 (FX rating, TV rating)  United States:TV-PG (FreeForm, TV 

rating)  United States:TV-MA (LV)  United States:PG (certificate #30598)  Ukraine:ZA  United Arab Emirates:PG (self-applied)  Vietnam:P 

 

Sex & Nudity – None, Violence & Gore- Mild, Profanity- Mild,  Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- Mild,  Frightening & Intense Scenes -Mild 
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Information 

Release Title: Home Alone  2 – 11th December 1992  (United Kingdom) 

Publication:  
Origin: United States 
Release date: United States – 15th November 1992 (Century City, 

California, Premiere). 

AKA:  

Genres: Adventure, Comedy, Crime, Family 

Disc Nos. 1 

Certification:   PG 

Duration: 2hr   

Region Code:                                                                                               

Region:  

Product Code:  

MPN: 

EAN:  

UPC:  

Languages: English, French, Spanish, Latin 

Filming locations: World Trade Centre, Manhattan, New York City, New York, USA 

Sound mix: Dolby Stereo 

 Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1 

 

2 - Title:  Home Alone (2) 
 

Storyline 

The McCallister family is busy packing up and planning to spend Christmas in Miami, and the evening before 

departure, they all gather at Kate and Peter's home in Winnetka, Illinois. Their youngest son, Kevin, views Florida as 

contradictory to Christmas, due to its tropical climate and lack of Christmas trees. 

ISBN:  

             

 



 

At a school Christmas pageant, during Kevin's solo, his older brother Buzz embarrasses him; Kevin retaliates by 

pushing him, which causes the entire choir to fall, ruining the pageant. At home, Buzz makes a false apology to Kevin, 

which the family accepts. Kevin refuses to apologize for his retaliatory stunt and berates his family for believing 

Buzz's lies and for wanting to spend Christmas in Florida. He storms off to the attic, wishing to have his own vacation 

alone. 

 

The next morning, the family oversleeps and rushes to the airport as they did the previous year. Kevin is with them, 

but he becomes separated from them while carrying Peter's bag and accidentally boards a flight to New York City. 

Upon arrival, he decides to tour the city and encounters a homeless woman tending to pigeons in Central Park, who 

scares him off. He uses Peter's credit card to check in at the Plaza Hotel, not knowing that the Wet Bandits have also 

reached the city after escaping from prison. 

 

On Christmas Eve, Kevin visits a toy store whose kind owner, Mr. Duncan, plans to donate the day's sale proceeds to a 

children's hospital. After Kevin makes a donation, Mr. Duncan gives him a pair of ceramic turtledoves in thanks, 

instructing him to give one to another person as a gesture of eternal friendship. After encountering the Wet Bandits 

outside the toy store, Kevin eludes them and the concierge at the Plaza confronts Kevin about his use of Peter's credit 

card, now reported as stolen; Kevin flees the hotel but is caught by Harry and Marv. Marv mentions his and Harry's 

plan to rob the toy store before Kevin escapes by tricking a female passerby into punching the men. 

 

Earlier, upon landing in Miami, the McCallister family discover that Kevin is missing and file a report with Miami 

Police. After the police trace Peter's credit card, the family flies immediately to New York. Meanwhile, Kevin goes to 

his uncle's townhouse, only to find it vacant and undergoing renovations. In Central Park, Kevin again encounters and 

eventually befriends the pigeon lady, who takes him to Carnegie Hall. She explains how her life collapsed when her 

lover left her; Kevin encourages her to trust people again. After considering her advice that he perform a good deed to 

make up for his misdeeds, and recalling Mr. Duncan's intent to donate to the hospital, he also remembers Harry and 

Marv’s plan to steal all the cash and decides to prevent the toy store robbery. 

 

After rigging the townhouse with booby traps, Kevin catches Harry and Marv in the process of robbing the store, takes 

their picture, and breaks the front window to set off the burglar alarm. He then lures them to the townhouse where they 

repeatedly injure themselves in the traps. Kevin calls the police from a pay phone to alert them to the pair's presence, 

and flees toward Central Park. Harry and Marv catch him after he slips on ice and prepare to shoot him, but the pigeon 

lady shows up and throws a bucket of birdseed onto them, attracting a massive flock of pigeons and incapacitating the 

pair until the police arrive to arrest them. Kevin slips away, leaving photographic and tape-recorded evidence against 

Harry and Marv, and Mr. Duncan recovers all the donation money and finds a note from Kevin explaining why he 

broke the window. The family arrives in New York, and Kate, remembering Kevin's fondness for Christmas trees, 

finds him making a wish at the Rockefeller Centre Christmas Tree. 

 

On Christmas morning, a truckload of free gifts arrives at the McCallisters' hotel room, sent from a grateful Mr. 

Duncan for foiling the robbery. Kevin reconciles with his family and gives one of his turtledoves to the pigeon lady, 

cementing their friendship, before Peter yells at him from the hotel room for amassing a $967 room service bill. 

 

Quick Storyline: Kevin McCallister (Macaulay Culkin) is back. But this time he's in New York City with enough cash 

and credit cards to turn the Big Apple into his own playground. But Kevin won't be alone for long. The notorious Wet 

Bandits, Harry (Joe Pesci) and Marv (Daniel Stern), still smarting from their last encounter with Kevin, are bound for 

New York City too, plotting a huge holiday heist. Kevin's ready to welcome them with another battery of booby traps 

the bumbling bandits will never forget. — Anthony Pereyra IMDb 

 

Cast                                            
Macaulay Culkin as Kevin, a 10-year-old boy with a penchant for creating harmful inventions 

Joe Pesci as Harry, a thief 

Daniel Stern as Marv, a thief and Harry's partner 

Catherine O'Hara as Kate, Kevin's mother 

John Heard as Peter, Kevin's father 

Devin Ratray as Buzz, Kevin's oldest brother 

Hillary Wolf as Megan, Kevin's oldest sister 



Maureen Elisabeth Shay as Linnie, Kevin's older sister; she was previously portrayed by Angela Goethals in the first 

film 

Michael C. Maronna as Jeff, Kevin's older brother 

Gerry Bamman as Uncle Frank, Kevin's uncle and Peter's older brother 

Terrie Snell as Aunt Leslie, Kevin's aunt 

Jedidiah Cohen as Rod, Kevin's older cousin and the older son of Rob and Georgette, who is still living with Uncle 

Frank and Aunt Leslie to attend High School 

Senta Moses as Tracy, Kevin's older cousin and the eldest daughter of Frank and Leslie 

Daiana Campeanu as Sondra, Kevin's older cousin and the second daughter of Frank and Leslie 

Kieran Culkin as Fuller, Kevin's youngest cousin and the younger son of Frank and Leslie 

Anna Slotky as Brooke, Kevin's younger cousin and the youngest daughter of Frank and Leslie 

Tim Curry as Mr. Hector (credited as "Concierge"), the concierge at the Plaza Hotel who is suspicious of Kevin 

Brenda Fricker as the Pigeon Lady, an unnamed woman who lives in Central Park, spending her life feeding pigeons, 

who befriends Kevin while he is lost in New York 

Eddie Bracken as Mr. Duncan, the proprietor of Duncan's Toy Chest 

Dana Ivey as Hester Stone (credited as "Desk Clerk"), the desk clerk at the Plaza Hotel 

Rob Schneider as Cedric (credited as "Bellman"), the bellhop at the Plaza Hotel 

Leigh Zimmerman as Fashion Model 

Ralph Foody as Johnny (credited as "Gangster"), a gangster from the fictional film Angels with Even Filthier Souls, a 

sequel to Angels with Filthy Souls from the previous film 

Clare Hoak as Gangster - "Dame", Johnny's girlfriend from the fictional film Angels with Even Filthier Souls 

Monica Devereux as Hotel Operator 

Bob Eubanks as Ding-Dang-Dong Host 

Rip Taylor as Celeb #1 

Jaye P. Morgan as Celeb #2 

Jimmie Walker as Celeb #3 

Ally Sheedy as New York Ticket Agent 

Rod Sell as Officer Bennett 

Ron Canada as Cop in Times Square 

Donald Trump as himself, owner of the Plaza Hotel Wiki 

 

 

 

Parental Guidance 

Certification 

Argentina:Atp  Australia:PG  Brazil:Livre  Bulgaria:B  Canada:G (Canadian Home Video rating)  Canada:PG (Ontario)  Canada:G (Quebec)  

Colombia:T  Czechia:U  Denmark:A  Egypt:R (self-applied)  Finland:K-8  France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Greece:K-8  Hong Kong:II  

Hungary:12  Iceland:L  Iceland:LH (video rating)  India:U  Indonesia:SU  Indonesia:R (TV rating)  Ireland:PG  Israel:10+ (self-applied)  Italy:T  

Japan:G  Kuwait:PG  Lithuania:V  Luxembourg:A  Malaysia:U  Mexico:A  Netherlands:AL (original rating)  Netherlands:6 (re-rating)  New 

Zealand:PG  Nigeria:G  Norway:10 (theatrical rating)  Norway:7 (video rating)  Philippines:G  Philippines:PG (self-applied)  Poland:12 (self-

applied)  Portugal:M/6  Russia:12+  Saudi Arabia:G  Singapore:PG  South Africa:A  South Korea:All  Spain:T  Sweden:11  Taiwan:GP  

Thailand:PG (self-applied)  Turkey:G  United Kingdom:PG  United States:TV-MA (LV)  United States:TV-PG (LV, TV rating)  United 

States:TV-14 (LV, TV rating)  United States:PG (certificate #31874)  Ukraine:ZA  United Arab Emirates:10+ (self-applied)  Vietnam:P 

 

Sex & Nudity – None, Violence & Gore- Moderate, Profanity- Mild,  Alcohol, drugs & Smoking- Mild,  Frightening & Intense Scenes -

Moderate 

 

 

MPAA  Rated PG for comic action and mild language  
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